
PhD Entrance Examination

Physics and Chemistry of Biological Systems

September 2021

IMPORTANT GUIDELINES

• Solve three of the following problems.

• No extra credit is given for attempts to solve more than three problems.

• Do not write your name on the problem sheet nor use any mark that can
identify you, as this would invalidate your exam.

• Write out solutions clearly and concisely. State each approximation used.
Diagrams welcome.

• Number page, problem, and question clearly.

• All essays/solutions should be written in English.
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Exercise 1

A molecule can be found in three different conformations (A, B, and C). The
free-energy differences between these conformations are ∆GAB = G(B)−G(A) =
4 kJ/mol and ∆GBC = G(C) − G(B) = 16 kJ/mol, so that conformation A is
the one with the lowest free energy. The distance between the two ends of the
molecule in conformations A, B, and C is 1nm, 2nm and 0.6 nm respectively.

• Which is the population of each of the three conformations at equilibrium
if temperature T = 0? Which is the average end-to-end distance in that
case?

• Which is the population of each of the three conformations at equilibrium
in the limit of an infinitely large T? Which is the average end-to-end
distance in that case?

• Plot the population of the three conformations and the average value of
the end-to-end distance as a function of the temperature of the system.
Consider kBT = 2.5kJ/mol

Exercise 2

Consider a system with three states, which can perform transitions between
each other with the rate constants represented in this scheme:

kBA=2 s−1 kCB=1 s−1

A � B � C
kAB=1 s−1 kBC=2 s−1

The probability of observing the system in state A at time t is given by

pA(t) = peqA + C1 exp(−t/τ1) + C2 exp(−t/τ2)

where peqA is the equilibrium probability of observing state A, and C1 and C2

are constants depending on the initial condition.

1. Compute the equilibrium probability of observing A

2. Compute the relaxation times τ1 and τ2.

Exercise 3

The one-dimensional diffusive motion of a particle of mass µ and friction γ under
gravity is described by the Langevin equation:

γ
dz(t)

dt
= −µg + η(t) , (1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, and the stochastic force η obeys stan-
dard correlations 〈η(t)〉 = 0 and 〈η(t′)η(t)〉 = 2κBT γ δ(t

′ − t) with κB the
Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature.

Answer the following questions:
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1. Use dimensional analysis to write the appropriate time scales τg(δz) and
τd(δz) associated to, respectively, motion by gravity and by diffusion on a
length scale δz.

2. For a given T and δz, for which values of the mass µ is diffusion negligible
compared to gravity-induced motion?

3. Show that (2) applies to grains of salt (µgrain ≈ 10−7 kg) at room tempera-
ture (κBT ≈ 4·10−21 N·m, g ≈ 10 m/s2) in a glass of water (δz ≈ 10−1m).

4. In water, salt dissolves in ions. For the typical ion mass µion ≈ 10−26 kg
is gravity still important?

Exercise 4

Consider a directed chain of N catenated rings in one dimension. The rings have
two possible orientations: vertical or horizontal. As shown in the sketch, the
longitudinal size of the ith ring is xi = ∆ for vertical orientation and xi = 2∆ for
horizontal orientation. The rings are randomly oriented, and their longitudinal
overlap is negligible.

<latexit sha1_base64="FUQ4I88Zooz8djq0GFqbiSziWW0=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyWol6Eoh48VrC1sF1KNs22odlkSWbFsvRnePGgiFd/jTf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWEiuAHX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oG1UqilrUSWU7oTEMMElawEHwTqJZiQOBXsIR9dT/+GRacOVvIdxwoKYDCSPOCVgJf+pV7usdW+YANIrV9yqOwNeJl5OKihHs1f+6vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQZ0cCpYJNSNzUsIXREBsy3VJKYmSCbnTzBJ1bp40hpWxLwTP09kZHYmHEc2s6YwNAselPxP89PIboIMi6TFJik80VRKjAoPP0f97lmFMTYEkI1t7diOiSaULAplWwI3uLLy6Rdq3pn1fpdvdK4yuMooiN0jE6Rh85RA92iJmohihR6Rq/ozQHnxXl3PuatBSefOUR/4Hz+AGKvkK8=</latexit>

x2 = 2�
<latexit sha1_base64="/3skdYWH0q95yE3Un4oDdKgFsEM=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRSqhehqAePFewHtqFstpt26WYTdidiCf0XXjwo4tV/481/47bNQVsfDDzem2Fmnh8LrtFxvq3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aOooUZQ1aCQi1faJZoJL1kCOgrVjxUjoC9byR9dTv/XIlOaRvMdxzLyQDCQPOCVopIenXvWye8MEkl6x5JSdGexl4makBBnqveJXtx/RJGQSqSBad1wnRi8lCjkVbFLoJprFhI7IgHUMlSRk2ktnF0/sE6P07SBSpiTaM/X3REpCrcehbzpDgkO96E3F/7xOgsGFl3IZJ8gknS8KEmFjZE/ft/tcMYpibAihiptbbTokilA0IRVMCO7iy8ukeVZ2q+XKXaVUu8riyMMRHMMpuHAONbiFOjSAgoRneIU3S1sv1rv1MW/NWdnMIfyB9fkD9ZyQdw==</latexit>

x6 = �

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 … NN-1

1. Calculate the average end-to-end extension of the chain, Ree =
∑N

i=1 xi.

2. Write down the (formal) expression for P (Ree = m∆), the probability
that the end-to-end distance is equal to m∆, where N ≤ m ≤ 2N . Sketch
the P (Ree) curve.

3. Consider now the normalised end-to-end distance, Ree/N . Sketch and
discuss how its probability distribution, P (Ree/N), varies with N , and
comment the N →∞ limit.

Exercise 5

The hydrophobic effect, which prevents oil and water from mixing, is one of
the most central driving forces for processes in chemistry and biology. In this
question, you will explore some ideas related to this phenomenon:

1. Consider two oily molecules such as methane interacting with each other.
What types of interaction forces exist between the two molecules? Make a
sketch of the interaction potential between the two molecules as a function
of the distance r between them.
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2. Relative to thermal energy, the strength of the interaction between the
two methane molecules is quite weak. Why does the hydrophobic effect
then lead to phenomena such as oil and water not mixing?

3. If we were to mutate methane into a methanol molecule, how would the
interaction forces change with the surrounding water?

Exercise 6

The freezing point of a water solution with concentration 0.350 M (molarity,
moles per liter of solution) of an acid HA having molecular weight MW = 148.3
g/mol is Tfr=-0.908 ◦C. The density of the solution is d = 1.025 g/ml, the
cryoscopic constant of water is Kcr = 1.853 K Kg/mol and the ideal gas constant
R is 0.08206 l atm K−1 mol−1 . Find:

1. the degree of dissociation of HA

2. the osmotic pressure at 28.0 ◦C

Assume that the degree of dissociation remains constant from -0.908 ◦C to
28.0 ◦C.

To solve the exercise consider the freezing point depression law: ∆Tfr =
iKcrm where i is the van’t Hoff factor and m is the concentration in molality
(moles per 1000 g of solvent).

The van’t Hoff factor is defined as i = 1 + α(ν − 1) where α is the degree of
dissociation and ν is the number of ions in which the compound dissociates.
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